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INVASION OF ITALY

from DANIEL DELUCE from COMBINED PRESS

with British forces,
September 6

Sweaty British Tommies with Blistered feet and, knapsacks decked with clusters

of sweet blue—shinned grapes trudged today in pursuit of a weak-hearted Axis rear-

guard falling Back,

The German. and Italian T.N.T. experts, who blocked the west coast road at

BAGNARA for forty-eight hours during the weekend, smashed two railway and two

highway bridges over the river to halt the Eighth Army's motor transport again.

The regiment crossed a shallow river this afternoon under light mortar and

artillery fire and by nightfall had passed by a deserted town.

Only six British casualties' were reported all day in this sector as the so

called front advanced six miles from dawn- to dark.

The Italian campaign thus far is not war. It’s a kind of hare end hounds

with dispirited Italians and a handful of sullen German technicians trying to

breakthe stride of the British pursuers by demolition of communications,

Hundreds of Italian soldiers tramped along the eight miles stretch of road

between PALMI and BAGNARA today unescort acia << m. _i ~1 ily at occasioned,

detach; ..ents of the Eighth fray in; in the other direct a-, n towards the front

line. In the villages volunteer prisoners chatted gaily with the civilians,

agreeing "guerra finite- I'.

A red-capped British military policeman eyed one batch of Italians marching:

rearward unguarded and remaked "They don’t look one bit sheepish do they, sir?

They look ruddy satisfied with themselves."

A ‘policeman -said, that a British infantry officer was trying on a German

helmet in PALMI that he had picked, up in a field and a civilian who didn’t know

he was not a German chucked a rock at him

"Broke two of his ribs, that rock did, sir, Very funny,", the red-cap

chuckled.

"Capturing PAlMI was Just a lark for a bren gun carrier last evenin g■'

9
he

added, "The carrier found an Italian crew manning a machine-gun in that concrete

pillbox by PALMI crossroads. The crew
couldn’t decide what to do. But one burst

persuaded them to surrender,"

This military chase up Italy is not only hard on the feet of the infantry,

but it is a ceaseless twenty-four hour per day chore for the engineers.
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